
Filaments from Ignicoccus hospitalis Show Diversity of Packing in Proteins Containing N-

terminal Type IV Pilin Helices 
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Bacterial motility is driven by the rotation of flagellar filaments which supercoil. The 

supercoiling involves the switching of coiled-coil protofilaments between two different states [1]. 

These states differ in length, so that the shorter state of the protofilament will form the inside of a 

supercoil while the longer state will form the outside. In archaea, the flagellar filaments 

responsible for motility are formed by proteins with distinct homology in their N-terminal 

portion to bacterial Type IV pilins. The bacterial pilins have a single N-terminal hydrophobic α-

helix, not the coiled-coil found in flagellin. We have used cryo-EM to study the adhesion 

filaments from the archaeon Ignicoccus hospitalis [2]. While I. hospitalis is non-motile, these 

filaments make transitions between rigid stretches and curved regions, and appear 

morphologically similar to true archaeal flagellar filaments. A resolution of ~ 7.5 Å allows us to 

unambiguously build a model for the packing of these N-terminal α-helices, and this packing is 

different from several bacterial Type IV pili whose structure has been analyzed by electron 

microscopy and modeling. Our results show that the mechanism responsible for the supercoiling 

of bacterial flagellar filaments cannot apply to archaeal filaments, as there are no coiled-coil 

protofilaments in the archaeal flagellar filament that can switch states. The mechanism that is 

used to generate supercoiling in archaeal flagellar filaments thus remains unknown. We show 

that fairly conserved building blocks can be assembled into many different quaternary structures, 

just as we have previously shown for actin-like proteins [3,4] and for bacterial flagellin [5]. This 

has suggested that the rapid divergence of quaternary structure may be an important  mechanism 

for evolutionary divergence [6], providing an amplification for relatively small changes in 

primary sequence. The sickle-cell mutation in human hemoglobin dramatically shows how a 

single point mutation can change the quaternary structure of a protein, but countless other 

examples are now being seen where small changes in sequence can result in very large changes 

in higher-order organization. 

Our results also highlight how the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) can be a very poor 

measure of resolution. In the most widely used approach the aligned images are split into two 

halves (even and odd) and two reconstructions are generated, one from each half set. These are 

sometimes referred to as “independent” reconstructions, but they are actually far from 

independent as each image has been aligned to a common reference volume. Thus, signal as well 

as noise can become aligned [7,8]. We show that using this common approach one can achieve a 

“resolution” of 3.75 Å (FSC=0.5), while a realistic estimate of the actual resolution comes from 

comparing the reconstruction to a model, and is ~ 7.5 Å. Alternative approaches to resolution 

estimation, such as using distinctly different sets of images (containing no overlap) and not 

aligning these two sets to a common reference are possible [9], but the best standard for 

resolution is still the interpretability of the map. Thus, the features that are seen in the map 



provide the best standard for assessing the effective resolution of the map, and this is more useful 

than any single statistic.  
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A cut-away view of the reconstructed volume, showing the fit of the N-terminal alpha helices 

into the core of this filament. 


